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Dear Parent/Carers 

  

Thank you for your continuing support in ensuring that your child makes the expected level of progress at JWS and 
works to their maximum potential. 

  

The Joseph Whitaker School is always keen to work in partnership with parents and carers.  We hope the           
information in this booklet will enhance that partnership, giving you an understanding of the content of our teaching 
as well as providing you with ideas for resources and ways in which you can support your child’s learning at home.   

  

Joseph Whitaker is a homework setting school.  With the use of Insight you will be able to track all homework set 
by staff plus other key areas such as attendance, achievement and behaviour. Parent usernames and passwords 
are provided during the first week in September. 

  

In Years 7 to 9 Joseph Whitaker School will follow our KS3 Assessment Policy, which is based on student progress 
using a stepped system. This policy is available on the school website. 

 

The information contained in this booklet has been amended in line with the introduction of the new National     
Curriculum implemented in September 2014. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-secondary-curriculum 

  

 Year 8 Curriculum  
  

The school operates a two-week timetable with 25 periods of 1 hour per week.  

Subject Hours Subject Hours Subject Hours 

English 3 French 1.5/2 Physical Education 2 

Maths 3 Spanish 1.5 PSHCE 1 

Science 3 Design Technology 2 Religious Education 1 

History 1.5 Performing Arts 2 Information Technology 1 

Geography 1.5 Add English (some 
students) 

1 Art 1 

I would also like to draw your attention to important dates for Year 8, as follows:    

 
     

If you have any concerns, please contact your Child’s Tutor or Mr Brooks (Year 8 Academic     

Mentor).   

Yours sincerely  

                                   
Mr D Bell        

Headteacher           
   

  
4 December 2017 -  Interim Report 1  to Parents 

9 March 2018 -  Interim Report 2  to Parents 
    
3 May 2018 
 
2-6 July 2018 
 
20 July 2018 

-     Parental Consultation Evening 
   
-     Year 8 Examinations 
   
-     End of Year Report to Parents 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-secondary-curriculum
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-secondary-curriculum


Subject: English 
Subject Information: 

 6 hours teaching per fortnight 

 Weekly  homework 

During the year students study the following topics: 

 Prose Fiction—contemporary novel 

 Descriptive/Narrative Writing—a range of writing skills and tasks 

 Non-fiction Reading—study of a range of non fiction texts 

 Non-fiction Writing—production of a range of non fiction texts 

 Poetry—study of a range of poems 

 Drama—study of a contemporary play 

 Pre 20th Century Literature—a study of themed extracts, leading to some creative writing 

 Introduction to Media—a task based on film production 

 Enrichment task– activity in the summer term, based on one of the previous units 

 Literacy work 

 Library based work 

 

Students also use the Accelerated reader program on computers to support in library lessons. 

Parents can help by:  
  

 Supporting research, written or reading homework.  
 
 

 Supporting spelling strategies as covered in the year.  
 
 

 Supporting with drafting of assessments and encouraging good presentation including information 

technologies.  

Other resources which might help:  
 

 Wide reading of a range of texts, fiction and non-fiction.  
 

 Critical viewing of TV and film to encourage children to become pro-active, rather than passive 
viewers.  

 

 Access to the internet  
 

 A dictionary  



  Y8 English Assessment — Reading 

  Descriptor—Advanced/Secure Descriptor—Developing 

Higher 

Learner 

8A1 –         
Advanced 

8A2 – Secure 

8A3 –          
Developing 

8A4 –         

Progress 

Warning  

 I can blend quotations and references 

succinctly, choosing the most relevant 

to the question 

 I can always see and understand dif-

ferent layers of meaning.  I can inter-

pret these meanings in their context 

 I can analyse why a writer has used a 

particular structure and explain in de-

tail the effect it has upon me as a 

reader 

 I can skilfully work out and explore the 

writer’s choice of words and sentences 

and their effects upon me as a reader 

 I can explain how attitudes and points 

of view are conveyed by the writer  I 

can explain what effect they have up-

on me as a reader. 

 I can offer reasons why meaning 

and interpretation of texts change 

over time by analysing their features 

and historical tradition.  

 I can blend quotations and references, us-

ing Point, Evidence, Explanation and Link-

ing to other points (P.E.E.L) 

 I can understand and show how a writer 

creates or describes different layers of 

meaning: both obvious and hidden. 

 I can explain most reasons why the writer 

has chosen to shape/order the text in a 

particular way.  I can mostly explain the 

effect it has upon me as a reader. 

 I can work out and explain what the writer 

is trying to achieve by choosing certain 

words and sentences 

 I can explain the writer’s purposes and 

effects.  I will be able to give specific com-

ments about the writer’s intentions. 

 I can explain in detail what features are 

used in writing to show differences in 

time and place.  

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 –          
Advanced 

8B2 – Secure 

8B3 –         
Developing 

8B4 –          
Progress  

Warning 

   

 I can blend quotations and references, 

using Point, Evidence, Explanation 

and Linking to other points (P.E.E.L) 

 I can understand and show how a writ-

er creates or describes different layers 

of meaning: both obvious and hidden. 

 I can explain most reasons why the 

writer has chosen to shape/order the 

text in a particular way.  I can mostly 

explain the effect it has upon me as a 

reader. 

 I can work out and explain what the 

writer is trying to achieve by choosing 

certain words and sentences 

 I can explain the writer’s purposes and 

effects.  I will be able to give specific 

comments about the writer’s inten-

tions. 

 I can explain in detail what features 

are used in writing to show differ-

ences in time and place.  

 I can select and present quotations and 

references, using Point, Evidence and 

Explanation (P.E.E) 

 I can “read between the lines” for hidden 

meanings in texts. I am able to discuss 

these hidden meanings and back up my 

ideas with quotations and /or evidence. 

 I can explain some reasons why the 

writer has chosen to shape/order the 

text in a particular way. For example, 

using a question and answer technique 

in an information poster. 

 I can explain the effect of some of the 

writer’s word and sentence choices 

 I can understand the writer’s main pur-

pose and area aware of some of the 

writer’s viewpoints and effects. 

 I can explain in some detail how a text’s 

historical background contributes to its 

meaning.  



Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – Ad-

vanced  

8C2 – Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress   

Warning 

   

 I can select and present quotations 

and references, using Point, Evi-

dence and Explanation (P.E.E) 

 I can “read between the lines” for 

hidden meanings in texts. I am able 

to discuss these hidden meanings 

and back up my ideas with quota-

tions and /or evidence. 

 I can explain some reasons why the 

writer has chosen to shape/order 

the text in a particular way. For ex-

ample, using a question and answer 

technique in an information poster.

  

 I can explain the effect of some of 

the writer’s word and sentence 

choices 

 I can understand the writer’s main 

purpose and area aware of some of 

the writer’s viewpoints and effects. 

 I can explain in some detail how a 

text’s historical background contrib-

utes to its meaning.  

 I can pick out the main points of texts 

 I can refer to the text when explaining 

my views about it 

 I can sometimes “read between the 

lines” for the hidden meanings about 

characters, plot or theme without being 

directly told by the writer 

 I can work out some ways the text is 

deliberately shaped or ordered e.g. a 

poem or its use of presentational devic-

es e.g. bullet points in a leaflet. 

 I can pick out some examples of word 

and sentence choices made by the writ-

er 

 I can pick out the writer’s main ideas 

and describe them 

 I can make simple comments on the 

effect a texts social, historical context 

has on the reader.  

Entry Level 8D1 –   

Advanced  

8D2 – Secure  

8D3 –   

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

Warning  

   

 I can pick out the main points of 

texts 

 I can refer to the text when explain-

ing my views about it 

 I can sometimes “read between the 

lines” for the hidden meanings 

about characters, plot or theme 

without being directly told by the 

writer  

 I can work out some ways the text is 

deliberately shaped or ordered e.g. 

a poem or its use of presentational 

devices e.g. bullet points in a leaflet. 

 I can pick out the writer’s main ideas 

and describe them 

 I can make simple comments on the 

effect a texts social, historical con-

text has on the reader.  

 I can read most words and use work 

out what unfamiliar words are by 

sounding them out. 

 I can find some information based on 

the text I am given 

 I can read a text and understand its 

main message 

 I can see that what I read has a particu-

lar order to it 

 I can pick out some important words the 

writer has used 

 I can say something about what the 

writer is trying to achieve or do 

 I can comment on the background of a 

text by looking at the history of it.  



  Year 8 English Assessment - Writing 

  Descriptor—Advanced/Secure Descriptor—Developing 

Higher 

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 I use complex verb forms.  I can con-

sciously use a wide range of sen-

tence structures. 

 I use punctuation to clarify meaning 

and create effects for the reader. 

 My writing is consciously shaped and 

controlled to meet the demands of 

the task. 

 I always choose effective linking de-

vices within my paragraphs. 

 My writing reads very well. It is con-

sciously crafted with a strong individ-

ual style. 

 I write skilfully, sustaining an appro-

priate style throughout 

 I deliberately choose adventurous 

and sophisticated vocabulary. 

 I rarely make any spelling mistakes. 

 I choose from a variety of sentence 

types for a particular effect as well as 

make a choice of tense and verbs. 

 .I use a full range of punctuation marks 

correctly. 

 I always use effective links between par-

agraphs. 

 I use a variety of linking devices within 

my paragraphs. 

 I am able to keep the reader’s interest 

throughout, often by using figurative lan-

guage. 

 My writing sustains an appropriate style 

throughout, e.g. rhetorical questions and 

deliberate use of repetition of words and 

phrases 

 I use well chosen words to create partic-

ular effects. 

 My spelling is accurate, apart from unu-

sual words.  

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 –  

Advanced  

8B2 –Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 I choose from a variety of sentence types 

for a particular effect as well as make a 

choice of tense and verbs. 

 I use a full range of punctuation marks 

correctly. 

 I always use effective links between par-

agraphs. 

 I use a variety of linking devices within 

my paragraphs. 

 I am able to keep the reader’s interest 

throughout, often by using figurative lan-

guage. 

 My writing sustains an appropriate style 

throughout, e.g. rhetorical questions and 

deliberate use of repetition of words and 

phrases 

 I use well chosen words to create particu-

lar effects. 

 My spelling is accurate, apart from unu-

sual words. 

 Generally correct spelling throughout. 

 I deliberately vary my sentences for effect.  I 
choose past, present or future tense to suit 
my purpose. 

 I usually use a range of punctuation marks 
correctly including a colon or semi colon. 

 My writing has a clear shape; 

 It is carefully ordered from beginning to end; 
paragraphs are set out correctly and I some-
times link them. 

 Generally maintained across whole text. 

 I clearly develop the main idea (the topic 
sentence) within my paragraph using con-
nectives. 

 I keep the reader interested because of the 
words and sentences I use.  My ideas are 
relevant and developed in appropriate detail. 

 My writing matches the purpose.  I adapt the 
level of formality to purpose. 

 I choose words for their effect. 

 correct spelling of: 

 common grammatical function words consist-
ently. 

  almost all inflected words. 

 most derivational suffixes, e.g. –ion, ize, -al/
lal, able/ ible. 

 most prefixes, e.g. disappear, uncertain, ex-
claim. 

 Likely errors: 

 occasional phonetically plausible  



Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 –  

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 I deliberately vary my sentences for 

effect.  I choose past, present or 

future tense to suit my purpose. 

 I usually use a range of punctuation 

marks correctly including a colon or 

semi colon. 

 My writing has a clear shape; 

 it is carefully ordered from beginning 

to end; paragraphs are set out cor-

rectly and I sometimes link them. 

 I clearly develop the main idea (the 

topic sentence) within my paragraph 

using connectives. 

 I keep the reader interested be-

cause of the words and sentences I 

use.  My ideas are relevant and de-

veloped in appropriate detail. 

 My writing matches the purpose.  I 

adapt the level of formality to pur-

pose. 

 I choose words for their effect. 

 correct spelling of: 

 common grammatical function 

words consistently. 

 almost all inflected words. 

 most derivational suffixes, e.g. –ion, 

ize, -al/lal, able/ ible. 

 most prefixes, e.g. disappear, un-

certain, exclaim. 

 Likely errors: 

 occasional phonetically plausible  

 I use a variety of sentence types with a 

range of connectives, e.g. if, when, 

because.  I write using the past, pre-

sent and future tenses. 

 I use full stops, capital letters and 

speech marks correctly. 

 Sometimes I use commas within sen-

tences 

 I am beginning to organise my writing 

into paragraphs around a main topic. 

 I usually use topic sentences at the 

beginning of my paragraphs which are 

supported by further detail. 

 I think about interesting the reader with 

my writing, e.g. with description using 

adjectives and adverbs 

 My writing usually matches the pur-

pose. 

 I often choose interesting words. 

 correct spelling of: 

 most common grammatical function 

words, e.g. you, because, although. 

 most adverbs with –ly formation. 

 Likely errors:  

 homophones of common grammatical 

function words, e.g. they’re/their/there, 

of/have/off. 

 occasional phonetically plausible 

spelling in content words, e.g. board, 

acsept, hungrey, teryfing. 

 occasional inflected words, e.g. –es, -

ed, -ies, -ied, -er, -est, -ier, -iest, -ing. 

 I spell simple and some more compli-

cated words correctly. 



Entry Level 

Learner 

8D1 –  

Advanced  

8D2 –Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 I use a variety of sentence types 

with a range of connectives, e.g. if, 

when, because.  I write using the 

past, present and future tenses. 

 I use full stops, capital letters and 

speech marks correctly. 

 Sometimes I use commas within 

sentences 

 I am beginning to organise my writ-

ing into paragraphs around a main 

topic. 

 I usually use topic sentences at the 

beginning of my paragraphs which 

are supported by further detail. 

 I think about interesting the reader 

with my writing, e.g. with description 

using adjectives and adverbs 

 My writing usually matches the pur-

pose. 

 I often choose interesting words. 

 correct spelling of: 

 most common grammatical function 

words, e.g. you, because, although. 

 most adverbs with –ly formation. 

 Likely errors:  

 homophones of common grammati-

cal function words, e.g. they’re/their/

there, of/have/off. 

 occasional phonetically plausible 

spelling in content words, e.g. 

board, acsept, hungrey, teryfing. 

 occasional inflected words, e.g. –es, 

-ed, -ies, -ied, -er, -est, -ier, -iest, -

ing. 

 I spell simple and some more com-

plicated words correctly. 

 I write in simple sentences. I use con-

nectives like and, but, so 

 Most of the time I use full stops and 

capital letters correctly.  Sometimes I 

use other punctuation e.g. ?!” 

 My writing has a clear beginning and 

ending. 

 I try to arrange my sentences into par-

agraphs. 

 I try to make my writing match the pur-

pose. 

 I occasionally choose interesting 

words 

 Likely errors: 

 frequent phonetically plausible spelling 

in content words, e.g. veiw, receive, 

corse, thort. 

 frequently in inflected endings, e.g. –

es, -ed, -ies, -ied, -er, -est, -ier, -iest, -

ing. 

 I spell simple words correctly. 

 I can form clear letters and am begin-

ning to join  



Year 8 Mathematics 
Subject Information: 

 3 teaching hours per week 

 Weekly homework. 

Our Year 8 students follow a Maths Mastery curriculum 

What is a Mastery Curriculum? 

A Mastery curriculum has one set of mathematical concepts and big ideas for all pupils. All pupils need access to 

these concepts and ideas and to understand the rich connections between them.  

 

What will a Mastery lesson look like? 

The whole class will be working together on the same topic, whilst at the same time addressing the need for all pupils 

to master the curriculum and for some to gain greater depth and understanding. Challenge is provided by going 

deeper rather than accelerating into new mathematical content. Teaching is focused, rigorous and thorough, to    

ensure that learning is sufficiently embedded and sustainable over time. Long term gaps in learning are prevented 

through speedy teacher intervention. More time is spent on teaching topics to allow for the development of depth and 

sufficient practice to embed learning. Carefully crafted lesson design provides a scaffolded, conceptual journey 

through the mathematics, engaging pupils in reasoning and the development of mathematical thinking needed for 

more complex and abstract concepts further up the school. 

 

What content will be taught? 

Our mastery curriculum is designed to follow the Key Stage 3 National Curriculum issued by the Department of    

Education, which builds on prior learning from primary school and leads to further study at GCSE. The aims of this 

curriculum are to develop fluency across a range of skills, alongside an increased focus on mathematical reasoning 

and problem solving. Whilst the topic may seem familiar to students from prior learning, students are now expected 

to develop this learning and be able to apply it in a range of increasingly complex problems across all areas of the 

maths curriculum. They are also expected to develop their reasoning skills and be expected to be able to recognise 

when it is appropriate to apply specific mathematical techniques to problem solving questions outside the regular 

context of learning. 

 

Example: Finding a Fraction of a Quantity  

 

 

Fluency Question: Mastery Question: Mastery with greater Depth: 

  

What is ½ of 36? 

What is ¼ of 15? 

What is 2/3 of 24? 

What is 3/7 of 
£91? 

  



How will you know that my child is making progress? 

Throughout lessons teachers will assess all students’ progress and understanding through careful questioning,     

well-designed independent work and group activities. Teachers who share classes will communicate regularly about 

which students need more challenge and which students may need more support.  

Students will continue to be set weekly homework tasks that link directly to the work that they have been covering in 

lessons and will continue to be assessed at key points throughout the year. This will take the form of a mastery    

assessment on the topics covered, from which we can confidently make inferences about levels of progress. 

If at any point, the teacher identifies that a student has not made the expected progress we will look at providing 

some appropriate intervention for them and we will make you aware of this. 

Parents can help by: 

 Encouraging mental arithmetic in everyday life (money, time) and informal practice, e.g. tables. 

 Supporting our homework system, which includes on-line homework on www.hegartymaths.com   

 Checking Organiser and Sims for homework. 

 Ensuring that each student has a calculator and other mathematical equipment with them for each lesson. 

In Year 8, students will cover the following areas of mathematics: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There will be an assessment after each half term. We would expect all students to have a secure knowledge and 
understanding of the areas of study for Year 7 as well as the following, depending on the student’s band. 

A BAND: 

We would expect all A band students to be able to correctly answer any procedural or fluency questions on the 
above content. They will be able to confidently solve complex problems on the above areas of study and explain or 
justify their solutions through sound mathematical reasoning. 

B BAND: 

We would expect all B band students to be able to correctly answer the majority of procedural or fluency questions 
on the above content. They will be able to solve most problems on the above areas of study and explain or justify 
their solutions through mathematical reasoning. 

C BAND: 

We would expect all C band students to be able to correctly answer the majority of procedural or fluency questions 
on the above content. They will be able to solve some problems on the above areas of study and are developing 
their ability to explain or justify their solutions through mathematical reasoning. 

D BAND: 

We would expect most D band students to be able to correctly answer the majority of procedural or fluency questions 
on most of the content above. Students will often work at a slower pace and intervention will be put in place to en-
sure that students achieve a basic proficiency in the key areas of study. 



Subject: Science 
Subject Information: 

 6 hours teaching per fortnight 

 One substantive piece of homework once per fortnight and one shorter piece in the other week  

During the year students study the following topics: 

“How Science Works” (Designing and carrying out reliable and safe investigations). 

Biology (SC2). 

 Breathing and Exercise 

 Nervous System 

 Populations and Competition. 

 Adaptations. 

 Diet and Digestion. 

Chemistry (SC3). 

 The Periodic Table. 

 Elements, Compounds and Mixtures. 

 Separating Mixtures. 

 Modern Materials. 

 Extracting Metals and Recycling. 

 Earth, Atmosphere and Pollution.  

 Energy Changes in Chemical Reactions. 

Physics (SC4). 

 Forces and Motion. 

 Moments and Machines. 

 Energy and Energy Transfer. 

 Earth, Space and Gravity. 

 Electricity. 

 Magnetism. 

All topics are taken from the National Curriculum.  

 
Parents can help by:  
  

 Talking with your child about the work they do in lessons 
 

 Check Organiser and Insight/SIMS Learning Gateway for homework and to assess your child’s 
progress 

 

 Helping them prepare for end of topic tests by oral questioning using the topic booklets and the 
internet where possible 



Year 8 Science Descriptor 

Higher Learner 8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –

Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 Designs experiments to give reliable results 

 Recognises systematic and random errors 

 Explains in detail the importance to the body of all the components of a bal-
anced diet  

 Describes in detail the consequences of an unbalanced diet 

 Describes and explains the functions of the digestive system, including bacte-
ria and enzymes 

 Calculates speed and consistently uses correct units 

 Independently plots distance/time graphs 

 Independently calculates complex moments and work done 

 Relates the Reactivity Series to metal extraction methods 

 Fully describes the Carbon Cycle and the effects of humans 

 Uses ideas about gravity to explain the relative motion of the objects in the 
Solar System 

 Uses ideas about forces and energy to explain the shape of a state change 
graph 

 Makes predictions about voltage and current in different parts of series and 

parallel circuits  

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –

Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 Presents data in helpful ways and uses it to find patterns 

 Makes predictions and plans valid experiments to investigate them 

 Fully describes the process of breathing and the factors that affect it (eg) asth-
ma, smoking 

 Describes the functions of the digestive system, including bacteria and en-
zymes 

 Describes in detail the structure of the Periodic Table 

 Predicts which separation technique to use for a variety of mixtures 

 Calculates speed and generally uses correct units 

 Plots distance/time graphs 

 Independently calculates moments and work done 

 Uses food webs to explain toxic accumulation and the effects of changes on 
populations 

 Uses the Reactivity Series to explain why some metals can be extracted using 
carbon 

 Fully describes the structure of the Earth and the composition of the atmos-
phere 

 Uses the relative motion of the objects in the Solar System to describe effects 
such as seasons 

 Interprets a state change graph 

 Predicts current and voltage in series circuits  



Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –
Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  
Progress  

  Warning  

 Measures accurately and uses the correct units 

 Identifies the independent and dependent variables 

 Describes a balanced diet and gives examples of deficiency diseases 

 Describes the process of breathing and the effects of asthma and smoking 

 Lists the effects of some drugs 

 Describes how to classify metals and non-metals 

 Explains how some separation techniques work 

 Carries out simple speed calculations 

 Plots a distance/time  graph with help 

 Describes the effects of balanced and unbalanced forces 

 Carries out simple moments calculations 

 Uses food webs to explain the effects of changes on populations 

 Uses ideas about reactivity to explain why carbon can be used to extract some 
metals 

 Describes the structure of the Earth and lists the main gases in the atmosphere 

 Describes the Rock Cycle 

 Explains the need for recycling and lists substances that are recycled 

 Describes the relative  motion of objects in the Solar System and how this caus-
es days and years 

 Names changes of state and uses ideas about energy to describe them 

 Predicts current in series and parallel circuits 

 Describes the energy changes in everyday situations  



Entry Level 

Learner 

8D1 – 

Advanced  

8D2 –

Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 Follows instructions and works safely in the lab 

 Measures carefully and knows some units 

 Describes a balanced diet 

 Describes the process of breathing 

 Lists the effects of some drugs 

 Lists some properties of metals and non-metals 

 Describes how to separate simple mixtures 

 Describes the effects of balanced and unbalanced forces 

 Links simple food chains together to make webs 

 Describes the structure of the Earth 

 Lists the three types of rock 

 Describes the effects of gravity 

 Explains what causes day, night and years 

 Describes the effects of magnets on each other 

 Names state changes and explains why they happen 

 Predicts current at different parts of a series circuit 

 Describes the energy changes in simple  situations 



Subject: Art 
Subject Information: 

 2 hours teaching per fortnight 

 Homework set when relevant to task/project 

 
We strive to make the Art Department at The Joseph Whitaker School a thriving and exciting place to study. As a 

result, the Key Stage 3 curriculum at The Joseph Whitaker School has been designed to engage students.    

Throughout the course of Key Stage 3 students will discover a range of techniques and skills to enable them to         

become confident and creative artists.  

 

In Year 8 students study:  

 

Seated Figure Sculpture: Students primarily engage with first hand observation by drawing each other in 

class. They then study the work of a number of famous figure sculptors before applying their new understanding to 

create their own mini seated figure sculpture.  During this project, students engage with their critical thinking skills 

and deepen their knowledge of art history and practical research skills.  

 

Gaudi Window: Students independently research the work of Gaudi and produce an illustrated newspaper 

article about this work. They then work towards creating their own Gaudi window.  During the course of this project, 

students utilise printmaking, drawing and mixed media.   

 

Art covers a huge array of disciplines so at The Joseph Whitaker School, we assess students’ work on the merit of 

each individual piece and then students are given a holistic mark for their data mark. 

 
 
Parents can help by:  
  

 Encouraging their children to explore drawing from observation to help improve their overall    
       confidence and understanding 
 

 Visiting an art gallery/sculpture park 
 

 Helping them to research information on relevant artists 
 

 Encouraging and ensuring that all homework is completed to the best of their ability 
 

 
Pupils are expected to use a sketchbook and homework will include drawing, research, resourcing and evaluating – 
please check this with your child.  

 
Other resources which might help:  
 

 Magazines, newspapers, books for information and inspiration 
 

 Material from the internet 
 

 Basic equipment – 2B pencils, crayons and glue 



Higher    

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –

Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Recording 

 Demonstrates a coherent ability to record observations and insights  

 Demonstrates coherent understanding through informed and relevant observa-
tions and insights that show effective connections to intentions 

Developing 

 Undertakes coherent investigations that provide relevant links to the develop-
ment of informed ideas  

 Demonstrates a coherent understanding of a range of source material used for 
research and shows sound cultural understanding 

Experimenting 

 Shows coherent and relevant refinement of ideas  

 Demonstrates coherent ability to experiment with a range of media, materials, 
techniques and processes 

 Selects most resources independently; choice of resources is informed and 
usually appropriate 

Presenting 

 Demonstrates a coherent ability to present an informed and meaningful person-
al response, showing good critical and analytical understanding 

 Demonstrates a coherent realisation of intentions 

 Makes informed and relevant connections between visual, written, oral and oth-
er elements 

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –

Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Recording 

 Demonstrates sound ability to record observations and insights  

 Demonstrates sound understanding through obvious and predictable observa-
tions and insights that show some connection to intentions 

Developing 

 Undertakes sound investigations that provide some superficial links to obvious 
and predictable ideas  

 Demonstrates sound understanding of source material used for research and 
shows some cultural understanding 

Experimenting 

 Shows sound refinement of ideas  

 Demonstrates sound ability to experiment with a small range of media, materi-
als, techniques and processes 

 Shows sound ability to select resources independently; choice of resources is 
predictable and sometimes inappropriate 

Art  Descriptor  

Recording  
 

 Drawing – Pencil/
Pen  

 Taking photo-
graphs  

 Collecting images  

Developing  
 

 Understanding the 
work of other artists  

 Working the style of 
other artists  

 Being able to use the 
same materials as 
other artists in       
confident realistic way  

Experimenting  
 

 Using new materials in a 
convincing way  

 Understanding new 
techniques and applying 
them to your own work  

Presenting  

 Creating a finished 
piece of art that  
elates to the work of 
another artist.  

 Finishing a piece of 
art convincingly to a 
high standard  

 Being able to explain 
that finished piece of 
art using artistic    
vocabulary.  



  Presenting  

 Demonstrates sound ability to present an informed and meaningful personal 
response, showing basic critical and analytical understanding  

 Demonstrates a sound realisation of intentions 

 Makes obvious and predictable connections between visual, written, oral and 
other elements 

Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –

Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Recording 

 Demonstrates a basic ability to record observations and insights  

 Demonstrates basic understanding through observations and insights that are 
disconnected from intentions 

Developing 

 Undertakes basic investigations that provide literal links to simplistic ideas  

 Demonstrates basic understanding of source material used for research show-
ing minimal cultural understanding 

Experimenting 

 Shows basic and superficial refinement of ideas  

 Demonstrates basic ability to experiment with a small range of media, materi-
als, techniques and processes 

 Shows basic ability to select resources independently; choice of resources is 
predictable and sometimes inappropriate 

Presenting 

 Demonstrates basic ability to present an informed and meaningful personal 
response, showing basic critical and analytical understanding  

 Demonstrates a basic realisation of intentions 

 Makes obvious and predictable connections between visual, written, oral and 
other elements 

Entry Level 

Learner 

8D1 – 

Advanced  

8D2 –

Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Recording 

 Demonstrates a limited ability to record observations and insights  

 Demonstrates limited understanding through observations and insights that are 
disconnected from intentions  

Developing 

 Undertakes limited investigations that provide literal links to simplistic ideas  

 Demonstrates limited understanding of source material used for research 
showing minimal cultural understanding  

Experimenting 

 Shows limited and minimal refinement of ideas  

 Demonstrates limited ability to experiment with few media, materials, tech-
niques and processes 

 Shows limited ability to select resources independently; choice of resources is 
minimal and weak 

Presenting 

 Demonstrates limited ability to present an informed and meaningful personal 
response, showing minimal critical and analytical understanding  

 Demonstrates a limited realisation of intentions 

 Makes simplistic and literal connections between visual, written, oral and other 

elements  



Subject: Design and Technology 
 
Subject Information: 

 2 hours a week. 

 The year is divided into five units, each 8 weeks long.  

During the year students study the following topics: 

 

 Unit 1 Food – students are given a basic introduction to the kitchen while studying basic nutrition, healthy  
eating and the safe use of the kitchen. 

 Unit 2 Textiles: E- Textiles Cushion. 

Within this project students will build on skills learned in year 7 by applying a variety of decorative and        
construction techniques in order to produce an interactive e-textile cushion. Through this project students will 
explore smart textiles and the impact this is having on the fashion industry and our everyday lives. Students 
are encouraged to apply a creative approach to the project focusing on the ‘Natural World’, looking at         
biomimicry and how the natural world informs conceptual design. To develop their understanding of working 
with a client we have linked this project to the WWF to develop students understanding of designing for a need 
and not for themselves. To develop their knowledge and understanding they will also develop their own circuit 
using LED lights and conductive thread to make their final cushion interactive.  

 Unit 3 Electronics: Speaker  

This project focuses on the application of electronics building on their theoretical understanding from year 7. 
Students will be introduced to soldering and will learn to build their own electronic circuit on a premade PCB. 
Within this project we have pupils working in manufacturing teams to introduce students to how manufacturing 
cells work within industry and their responsibilities. During the project pupils learn about recycling and the   
impact electronic products are having on the environment. At the end of the project pupils will have individually 
manufactured a working portable speaker which will connect to their mobile phones.   

 Unit 4 Graphic Products: Slot Together and Point of Purchase   

Point of Purchase: This is a graphics based project focusing on construction and manufacturing   
methods of point of purchase displays. Students will learn theory about different industrial printing and finishing 
techniques to understand how their product would be manufactured on a commercial scale. The idea behind 
the project is that students understand how to conduct a product profile and apply conceptual design to      
produce their own display for a product of their choosing. At the end of the project students will produce an 
oral presentation to ‘pitch’ their final prototype and demonstrate their understanding of conceptual design, 
manufacturing methods and marketing.  

Slot Together: Students will be asked to design and develop their point of purchase display using the 
CAD software.  However prior to manufacture modelling will be undertaken to check for design faults and  
identify further improvements developing their iterative design skills. The focus of this project is to develop the 
students understanding of computer aided design (2D Design) and computer aided manufacture (laser cutter). 
They will understand how computer integrated manufacture is used looking at binary coding to convert design 
files into a language machines understand in order to manufacture products. In addition, they will cover the 
theory of CAD/CAM and the positive and negative impact they are having on industry.  

 Unit 5 Resistant Materials 

During this project students will learn how to write a design specification and apply this to a broad range of 
design ideas.  The project will develop students understanding of different types of movement through the use 
of cams, linkages and gears in order to develop their own mechanical toy through the use of modelling and 
practical skills. To undertake the practical lessons students will build on skills using a variety of hand tools and 
machinery from year 7 to ensure a sound understanding is achieved.  



 
 
Parents can help by:  
  

 Ensuring students have access to coloured pens, pencils, glue and scissors in order to produce colourful and 
attractive design work. 

 Providing the necessary ingredients for food lessons. 

 Encouraging students to be imaginative and creative in their thinking. 

 Contributing to the cost of projects through a one off payment via parent pay. This enables the department to 
obtain higher quality materials and variety to provide an engaging and diverse practical curriculum.  

 
Other resources which might help:  
 

 Memory stick to bring in homework if this cannot be printed at home.  

 Magazines and catalogues for research work. 

 Having computer access at home and access to the internet to download free software; such as Google 
Sketch – up.  



Design and Technology Curriculum Year 8 
During year 8 students will be developing their Design and Technology skills and will develop a wider range of core 

skills within each subject area. Throughout the year students will design and make a wide variety of practical out-

comes that they can bring home and keep. Parents must also ensure ingredients are provided for Food and Nutrition 

as by law students must undertake this area of Design and Technology at KS3.  

Areas  

Studied 

Project Core Skills Key Objectives 

Resistant     

Materials  

Mechanical 

Toy 
 Health & Safety in the workshop. 

 Use of basic hand tools and machinery for 
woodwork. 

 Theory of softwoods, hardwoods, manmade 
boards. Seasoning of woods and their origins. 

  Different types of finishes applied to timbers 
and how this affects these. 

  CAD CAM Laser cutter. 

During the year               
students will study key    
areas within each strand of 
Design and Technology;  

 Research  

 Design 

 Make 

 Evaluation 

 Technical 
Knowledge.    

 
-Research into given design 
problem by  analysing/    
evaluating existing products.  

-Identifying/ justify a target 
user for their products    
appropriate for the set    
design brief. 

-Interpret the work of past/
present designers and avoid 
stereotypical design        
responses. 

-Demonstrate a good level 
of drawing and rendering 
skills to    creatively        
communicate their design 
ideas. 

-Complete a range of skills 
and techniques when using 
tools/equipment and        
machinery. 

-Developing knowledge and 
understanding about       
materials/      processes and 
justify their use. 

-Evaluate final product 
against design criteria and 
apply feedback from peers/
self-assessment to improve 
products. 

-Students will be able to 
propose further                
developments to their   
product to begin to  develop  
iterative design skills.  

Graphic 

Products  

Point of  

Purchase and 

Slot Together 

 Introduction to electronics and components. 

 Understanding of how circuits function and how 
to draw these using appropriate circuit           
diagrams. 

 Conductors and Insulators 

 Voltage, Current and Resistance with            
understanding of how electricity works and its 
dangers. 

 Understanding the use of resistors and how to 

calculate their value. 

Textiles E Textiles 

Cushion 
 How to cut and shape plastics. 

 Different categories of plastics (Thermoplastics 
and Thermosetting plastics) and their molecular 
structure. 

 Understanding which plastics are recyclable and 

how they are sorted. 

Food and  

Nutrition 

Developing 

Food and  

Nutrition 

 Students will learn how to produce a range of 
ideas using 2D Design (CAD) to produce a    
successful template for their casting. 

 Understand how their designs will be cut out 
using the laser cutter (CAM). 

 Introduction to metals, the different categories 
and their properties. 

 Uses of metals when designing and making 

products. 

Electronics Electronic 

Speaker 
 Introduction to textiles. 

 Basic sewing machine skills. 

 Introduction to batik/ fabric painting/ pen work 
and tacking. 

 Theory of textile fibres and fabrics. 

 Research into textiles products and usage. 

  Cultural influences in the Textile industry. 



Areas  

Studied 

Project Core Skills Key Objectives 

Food and  

Nutrition  

Introduction 

to Food and 

Nutrition  

 Health & safety – Hygiene. 

 Learn how to use various equipment when meas-
uring ingredients out correctly. 

 To be able to chop, Cut & Slice ingredients using 2 
types of techniques. 

 To be able to use each part of a cooker correctly & 
safely. 

 Understand the different types of food groups and 

how to cook them. 

 

Graphic  

Products  

Lego   Students will learn about how Lego is               
manufactured in reality using injection moulding 
and blow moulding  

 Learn a variety of presentation techniques,        
including sketching and rendering skills to improve 
their design communication.  

 Understand a range of modelling materials with a 
focus on Styrofoam.  

 

 Develop a range of practical workshop skills using 
hand tools and acrylic paint.  

 

 Understand packaging design developing their 
own designs on Publisher and manufacturing their 
own blister packaging.  

 

 Understand legal legislation related to packaging 
and quality control standards.  

 

 Understand the importance of a design            
specification and how this informs design decisions 
in a real world context. 



Design & Technology Year 8 Learning Ladder   

Learning Paths 

  

Descriptor Met 

Higher 
Learner 

8A1 

Ad-
vanced 

Literacy  - Annotation uses well structured sentences with a range of basic 
connectives and a good use of SPAG throughout.  

  

Research/Design 

R: Justify reasons for the need/want of a product and can address the inter-
ests, problems and preference of a wide range of people 

  

R: Evaluate existing products and past/present designers, engineers and 
technologists focusing on their impact  to inform design decisions. 

  

R: Use two sources of research to demonstrate good understanding of the 
design problem and formulate clear design criteria.  

  

R: Students investigate the work of past and present designers/Art Move-
ments to directly inform design and make decisions.  

  

  R: Specification points incorporate research undertaken and are justified.   

8A2 Secure 

D: Clear use of the iterative design process when designing and making.    
D: Students competently use a variety of approaches  to avoid stereotypical 
responses and demonstrate a strong sense of creativity. 

  

D: Students can solve their own design problems during design and manufac-
ture 

  

D: Confident drawing and sketching skills to clearly communicate ideas.    
D: Rendering demonstrates good control of the gradient technique to show 
shadows and highlights. 

  

D: Annotation demonstrates a strong understanding of  materials, tools and 
equipment. 

  

Make 

Practical tasks can be completed independently with very limited teacher sup-
port. Excellent H&S 

  

8A3 
Devel-
oping 

Can confidently identify the correct tools and equipment for specific tasks and 
produce a high quality final product. 

  

Students can confidently use mathematical modelling to produce accurate and 
working final products. 

  

Can demonstrate how to use a wide range of tools and equipment safely and 
accurately. 

  

Evaluate 

Test and evaluate their products against specific criteria, and can use the 
views of others to inform design decisions.  

  

Can recognise strengths and weaknesses and can propose further modifica-
tions for improvement. 

  

Can refine their work in light if comment and criticism form staff, peer and self 
reflection using this to inform improvements. 

  

8APW 

Pro-
gress 

Warn-
ing 

Evaluate the impact their product will have on individuals, society and the 
environment.  

  

Technical Knowledge 

Students can identify the correct materials to use and justify this based on the 
materials properties and characteristics.  

  

Can explain and demonstrate how to use selected tools an equipment safely 
and accurately.  

  

Students can choose and understand the correct key components (E.g. Gears, 
Cams) to independently manufacture their product. 

  

Are aware of constraints as thy apply knowledge and understanding of materi-
als, ingredients and techniques to make the correct choices. 

  



Learning Paths 

  

Descriptor Met 

In
te

rm
ed

iate
  Learn

e
r 

8B1 

A
d

van
ced

 

Literacy 
  Annotation is basic with a mixture of sentences and labels. Satisfactory use of SPAG 

and some spelling mistakes.  

Research/Design 

R: Can explain why the product is suitable for their target audience and can begin to 
address the interests, problems and preference of a wide range of people.  

  

R: Students research the work of past and present designers/Art Movements to help  
generate  some ideas.  

  

R:Students can identify past/present designers, engineers and technologists and un-
derstand some of their design decisions. 

  

R: Compare existing products to identify strengths and weaknesses.   

8B2 

Secu
re

 

R: Use basic information from one source to inform some design decisions.   
R: Specification points explain most key points with limited justification/ good use of 
key words. 

  

D: Annotation demonstrates a good understanding of  materials, tools and equip-
ment. 

  

D: Students demonstrate elements of creativity within design ideas with minimal 
stereotypical responses. 

  

D: Rendering demonstrates a confident use of solid blocks of colour with an attempt 
at the gradient technique. 

  

D: Good drawing and sketching skills to communicate ideas.   

Make 

Practical tasks are completed with limited teacher support and good understanding 
of H&S. 

  

Use tools and equipment with some accuracy paying some attention to the quality of 
finish. 

  

8B3 

D
e

ve
lo

p
in

g 

Can select from a range of materials, components and ingredients provided those 
appropriate to make most of their product. 

  

Students use some  mathematical modelling to produce a final product.   

Explain and demonstrate how to use most tools and equipment safely.   

Evaluate 

Can recognise what is working well on their ides and identify weaknesses with some 
understanding. 

  

Can test and evaluate their product against some specification criteria.   

Can use the view of their peers/user group to identify positive and negatives.   

8BPW 

P
ro

gress W
arn

in
g 

Understand the impact their product may have on the environment and others.    

Technical Knowledge 

Students can characterise/outline the key materials/processes/ tools and equipment 
used within the project. 

  

Students can select some of the correct key components (E.g. Gears, Cams) to manu-
facture their product. 

  

Have some  awareness of constraints  of materials, ingredients and techniques when 
making choices.  

  

Can explain how to use these tools and equipment safely with some accuracy.   



Learning Paths 

  

Descriptor Met 

Fo
un
da
tio
n  
Le
ar
ne
r 

8C1 
Ad-

vance
d 

Literacy   

Annotation is basic with a mixture of labels and statements. Poor 
use of SPAG with spelling mistakes. 

  

    

Research/Design 

R: Can Identify a target audience/Use for their product.   

R: Can review existing products to discuss positive and negatives 
(Statement answers) 

  

R: Students have an awareness of past some past/present design-
ers and can recall some of their products/designs. 

  

8C2 

Se-
cure 

R: Minimal research and may not fully link to design brief.    

R: Specification points discuss the key features but there may be 
limited use of key words and SPAG. 

  

D: Students can recall some of the different Art Movements/ De-
signers. 

  

D: Students can produce a range of design ideas but may not fully 
address the design criteria. 

  

D: Sketching is limited and rendering uses some blocks of colour.    

D: Labels and statements to explain ideas.   

    

8C3 

Make 

Can select from a limited range of materials, components and in-
gredients that may not be appropriate for their product. 

  

D
e

ve
lo

p
in

g 
Practical tasks are completed with lots of teacher support and in-
tervention. 

  

Can select some appropriate basic tools to complete simple tech-
niques and be able to recall the name of this item. 

  

Basic understanding of Health and Safety for most tools and 
equipment used within the project. 

  

    

Evaluate 

Can review ideas to identify strengths and weaknesses.   

8CPW 

Has limited  understanding of the impact their product may have 
on the environment.  

  

Pro-
gress 
Warn

ing 

Can identify strengths and weaknesses in others ideas with some 
suggestion as to why. 

  

    

Technical Knowledge 

Recall the names of the key materials, components and ingredi-
ents used. 

  

Describe how to use some of these tools and equipment with 
some link to H&S. 

  

Limited understanding of why certain materials/ingredients are 
used in relation to their job/function.  

  



Learning Paths 

  

Descriptor Met 

En-
try 
Lev
el 

Lea
rne

r 

8D1 

Ad-
vanced 

Literacy 

  
Annotation States / Describes with minimal Key words. 
Lots of spelling mistakes poor use of SPAG. 

  

Research/Design 

Students can identify a use for a product.   

Students can select images of existing products and label key 
features. 

  

Secure 

Select basic research but is not appropriate or relevant to 
the design brief. 

  

8D2 

Students have an awareness of some designers.    

Can produce simple ideas that may not fully address the de-
sign brief. 

  

Specification is very basic mainly words/statements and may 
not fully link to design brief. 

  

    

Make 

Devel-
oping 

Select basic materials, components/ingredients for ele-
ments of their product but may not be suitable. Heavily influ-

  

Practical tasks can not be done without support at all times. 
Poor quality finish. 

  

8D3 

Limited understanding of H&S   

Poor understanding of how to use key tools and equipment. 
- support needed. 

  

    

Evaluate 

Pro-
gress 
Warn-

ing 

Students can describe ideas and use basic labels to highlight 
things they do and don't like. 

  

Can state what they like and don't like about others work 
with some support.  

  

    

8DPW 

Technical Knowledge 

Recall some of the names of the key materials, components 
and ingredients used. 

  

Can name some of the tools and equipment.    



 KS3 Food : Core Skills Key Objectives 

  Yr 7  Work in the kitchen safely and hygienically 
including washing up and clearing away 

 Accurate measurement of liquids and solids 
using different equipment 

 Use the sharp knife to chop, cut & slice fruit 
and vegetables (including the bridge       
technique). 

 Be able to use the hob, grill and oven      
correctly and safely 

 Basic bread dough using yeast 

 Follow instructions on basic recipes  

 Know how to use a sharp knife and all parts of the 
cooker safely 

 Understand basic healthy eating guidelines (eat well 
guide, 5-a-day and base every meal on starchy     
carbohydrates) 

 Understand the source of basic ingredients 

 Know why we should try to use ingredients which are 
produced in the UK. 

 Understand that different ingredients are available in 

different seasons.  

Yr 8  Preventing cross contamination by handling 
meat correctly to make a variety of healthy 
main meals 

 

 Use a temperature probe to check for     
readiness 

 

 Use a sharp knife to dice and cut into even 
size pieces (ie batons, julienne). 

 

 Reduction sauce to show how evaporation 
concentrates a flavour 

 

 Use of food processor 
 

 Enrobing with breadcrumbs (nuggets) 
 

 The use of chemical raising agents to make 

a product rise (Bicarbonate of soda)  

 Understand the eight guidelines to healthy living and 
discuss if a recipe follows them 

 Be able to make a variety of healthy, savoury main 
meals 

 Know how to use and prepare raw meat safely and 
prevent cross contamination 

 Understand how temperature can be used to help 
prevent food poisoning 

 Understand the function of ingredients so that you 
can adapt a recipe. 

 Know the difference between use-by and best before 
dates 

 Understand how to reduce the amount of food we 
waste 

Yr 9  Produce more complex healthy meals that 
have more than one component 

 

 All-in-one starch-based sauce             
demonstrating gelatinisation 

 

 Understand how starch/liquid ratios affect 
the viscosity of a sauce 

 

 Rubbing-in technique to make short crust 
pastry 

 

 Shape and bind wet mixtures (burgers) 
 

 Layer a product evenly so that layers remain 
distinct and separate 

 

 Present products and use digital camera to 

record evidence  

 Understand how to use research to develop creative 
and unique designs 

 

 Be able to produce more complex healthy meals that 
have more than one component 

 

 Understand how food can be defrosted and reheated 
safely and why this is important 

 

 Understand how to reduce the risk of different types 
of food poisoning bacteria 

 

 Know how to consider aesthetics when creating and 
finishing a food product  

 

 Know what food miles are and understand the impact 
of food products on the environment 

 

 Be able to describe the causes of possible faults with 
pizza making by understanding the functions and 
characteristics of ingredients used 



Subject : Performing Arts 

 

Subject Information:  

 2 hours teaching per fortnight  

 Completion of Progress Document after all lessons  

They will learn:  

Drama Scripts – contemporary plays. 

 

Constructional Narrative – a range of communication skills and tasks 

 

Non-fiction Drama– Issue based Drama in context 

 

Improvisation – Developing the skills of spontaneous performance 

 

Poetic Drama – study of a range of poems, including poems from different eras and cultures 

 

Classical Drama – study of a Shakespeare play 

 

Drama Skills – a study of voice, movement and explorative skills 

 

Performance Analysis- Filmed and live performed work evaluated by self and peers 

 

Enrichment task – activity in the summer term, based on one of the previous units 

Parents can help by:  

 

 Encouraging their children to discuss their ideas and opinions, values and attitudes and feelings.  

 Encourage them to listen to other people’s ideas and opinions  

Other resources which might help:  

 

 To experience live performances of any format.  



Year 8 Drama  Descriptor 

   

Higher  

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Making Drama 

 Can suggest different techniques, mediums and strategies to use in practical 
drama. 

 Can use development time and look at ways to improve work. 

 Can communicate ideas effectively in rehearsal. 

 Can improvise and devise confidently and effectively. 

Performing Drama 

 Can perform in a variety of different styles and show understanding of genres 
in performance. 

 Can perform clear characters and there is use of voice, movement and ges-
ture which is sustained within the performance. 

 Can demonstrate a clear understanding of the dramas effect on the audience 
and my relationship to stage positioning. 

. 

Appraising and Evaluating 

 Can give feedback about the performance, talking about plot, technique and 
the effects upon the audience. 

 Can offer constructive comments about work with suggestions for improve-
ment. 

 Can use drama vocabulary and most spellings is accurate  

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Making Drama 

 Can work within a group to create a performance.    

 Can support others and encourage everyone to participate. 

 Can suggest drama techniques to use in performance. 

 Can improvise and devise with good outcomes. 

Performing Drama 

 Can perform confidently and Know how to use the performance space. 

 Can demonstrate awareness of the audience. 

 

 Can use multiple drama techniques in a performance. 

Appraising and Evaluating 

 Can pick out effective drama techniques and identify what their contribution or 
impact has been in a performance. 

 My evaluation uses drama terminology correctly in verbal contributions. 

 



Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Making Drama 

 Can occasionally build on the ideas of others and identify some techniques and 
genres. 

 Can contribute to the rehearsal process but prefer to be told what to do by others. 

 Demonstrates occasional ability to communicate ideas in the rehearsal. 

 Developing the ability to improvise and devise. 

Performing Drama 

 Can perform using more than 1 characterisation skill. 

 Can perform and hold the attention of the audience. 

 Shows some enthusiasm to engage the audience. 

 Can clearly demonstrate at least two drama techniques in performance. 

Appraising and Evaluating 

 Can compare own work to that of others. 

 Can see some strengths and weaknesses in performances and make accurate 
comments for improvement. 

 Can describe why a piece of drama is good. 

Entry Level 

Learner 

8D1 – 

Advanced  

8D2 –Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Making Drama 

 Can take part in a piece of structured drama. 

 Can make suggestions to the group process but only very occasionally. 

 Can demonstrate a basic ability to improvise and devise. 

Performing Drama 

 Can sometimes stay in role when performing. 

 Can project voice sufficiently to be heard by most of the audience. 

 

Appraising and Evaluating 

 Can rarely state the reasons for work being effective or ineffective.. 

 Can pick out 1 reason why they enjoyed the work. 

 Can use three pieces of drama vocabulary. 



Subject : Music 

Subject Information:  

 1 hours teaching per week 

During the year students study the following topics: 

Unit 1  

Hip-Hop  

This is an ICT-based unit based on the Hip-Hop genre. Students use software to create their own Hip-Hop composi-

tion. Throughout the unit students learn about structure within this genre of music and gain ICT skills using and manip-

ulating sequencer and sampler software. 

Unit 2 

Music & Notation / Riffs 

This unit looks at the main riffs of the James Bond theme and focuses on whole class performances on a variety of 

instruments.  Students will learn tab notation as well as staff notation during rehearsals of a James Bond arrangement 

which is followed by a class performance, recording and appraisal. 

Unit 3 

Band Instrumental Work (1) Jason Mraz ‘I’m Yours’ 

The unit involves instrumental, ensemble and listening skills, as well as an understanding of musical structure and of 

the learning processes of ‘real’ musicians. During the unit, pupils will rehearse the song as part of a band resulting in 

an end of unit class performance and recording of I’m Yours and an appraisal session. 

Unit 4 

Band Instrumental Work (2) Three Little Birds – Bob Marley 

This unit focuses on reggae music and its key features resulting in a band performance of Three Little Birds. As be-

fore, the students build on their instrumental, ensemble and listening skills, as well as an understanding of musical 

structure and of the learning processes of ‘real’ musicians culminating in a class performance, recording and appraisal 

session. 

Unit 5 

Band Instrumental Work (3) Thinking Out Loud -  Ed Sheeran 

This unit focus on pop music and uses Ed Sheeran’s Thinking Out Loud as the model.  Again, students reinforce their 

skills on a variety of musical instruments, singing as well as working on their ensemble and listening skills.  The culmi-

nation of the unit will be a band performance and recording of Thinking Out Loud and appraisal session. 

Unit 6 

Write Your Own Song (Music and Narrative)  

Students compose their own song using a variety of instruments and voice.  The emphasis will be on music and lyrics 
telling a story.  Students will use and develop skills learnt in previous sessions. 

Parents can help by:  

 Encouraging your child to listen to a variety of musical styles.  

 Helping your child to find musical examples to supplement their coursework.  

 Checking that homework has been understood and giving  

 Encouragement and assistance where necessary.  

Other resources which might help:  

 Extra-curricular – involvement in one or more of the activities on offer in the Music Department at lunchtimes/
after school clubs.  

 Learning an instrument through the tuition scheme.  

 Access to the internet.  



Year 8 Music  Descriptor 

  Higher  

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Performing Skills  

 Can perform / sing intermediate pieces accurately and with flair.  

 Can perform / sing intermediate pieces using staff and other relevant notations 
appropriately and accurately in a range of musical styles, genres and          
traditions.  

 Can perform / sing accurately and with empathy to the other performers as 
part of an ensemble and make an important contribution to the impact of the 
performance.  

 Can give direction to other performers in ensembles.  

 Can perform / sing intermediate pieces expressively with a convincing sense 
of style.  

 Can perform / sing intermediate pieces with clear articulation, phrasing and 
dynamic contrast.  

Composition Skills  

 Can compose / improvise creative pieces making imaginative use of ideas and 
conventions.  

 Can compose / improvise creative pieces making excellent use of ICT.  

 Can compose / improvise creative pieces showing excellent handling of     
resources.  

 Can compose / improvise creative pieces showing excellent structures and 
creative melodic shapes.  

Listening Skills  

 Can listen to an extended range of musical styles, genres and traditions      
critically and be able to accurately identify features within it using correct    
music language.  

 Can listen to an extended range of musical styles, genres and traditions and 
be able to accurately identify a variety of chords and instrumental techniques.  

 Can to listen to performances and suggest areas for improvement using      
musical terminology.  

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Performing Skills  

 Can perform / sing simple pieces mostly accurately with a few occasional 
slips.  

 Can perform / sing simple pieces mostly accurately with other performers as 
part of an ensemble and make a significant contribution to the impact of the 
performance.  

 Can perform / sing simple pieces with some expression and with some sense 
of style.  

 Can perform / sing simple pieces with some articulation, phrasing and        
dynamic contrast.  

Composition Skills  

 Can compose / improvise short or simple pieces making good use of ideas 
and conventions.  

 Can compose / improvise short or simple pieces showing good handling of 
resources.  

 Can compose / improvise short or simple pieces making good use of ICT.  

 Can compose / improvise short or simple pieces showing proportionate    
structures and melodic shapes.  



  Listening Skills  

 Can listen to a variety of musical styles, genres and traditions critically and be 
able to identify features within it using musical language.  

 Can listen to a variety of musical styles, genres and traditions and be able to 
identify some chords and instrumental techniques.  

 Can listen to performances and suggest areas for improvement using some 
musical terminology.  

Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Performing Skills  

 Can perform / sing simple pieces broadly accurately but slips interrupt the flow 
of the music.  

 Can perform / sing simple pieces broadly accurately with other performers as 
part of an ensemble showing some awareness of the other parts.  

 Can perform / sing simple pieces with an awareness of style in the more    
expressive passages.  

 Can perform / sing simple pieces with some attention to articulation, phrasing 
and dynamic contrast.  

Composition Skills  

 Can compose / improvise short or simple pieces making satisfactory use of 
ideas and conventions 

 Can compose / improvise short or simple pieces showing a satisfactory      
handling of resources.  

 Can compose / improvise short or simple pieces making satisfactory use of 
ICT.  

 Can compose / improvise short or simple pieces showing appropriate      
structures and melodic shapes.  

Listening Skills  

 Can listen to a variety of musical styles, genres and traditions and be able to 
identify some of the key features within it using appropriate language.  

 Can listen to a variety of musical styles, genres and traditions and be able to 
identify simple chords and instrumental techniques.  

 Can to listen to performances and suggest some areas for improvement / de-
velopment.  

Entry Level 

Learner 

8D1 – 

Advanced  

8D2 –Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Performing Skills  

 Can attempt to perform / sing simple pieces but accuracy is only occasionally 
achieved.  

 Can attempt to perform / sing simple pieces with other performers as part of 
an ensemble but awareness of the other parts is only occasionally evident.  

 Can attempt to perform / sing simple pieces but an awareness of style is only 
occasionally evident.  

 Can attempt perform / sing simple pieces but attention to articulation, phrasing 
and dynamic contrast is only seldom evident.  

Composition Skills  

 Can compose / improvise simple pieces making very limited use of ideas and 
conventions.  

 Can compose / improvise simple pieces showing a very limited handling of 
resources.  

 Can compose / improvise simple pieces showing very limited attention to me-
lodic shape.  

Listening Skills  

 Can listen to a variety of musical styles, genres and traditions but only identify 
some of the more basic musical features within it.  

 Can listen to a variety range of musical styles, genres and traditions and only 
identify simple instrumental techniques.  

 Can listen to performances and occasionally suggest areas for improvement.  



Subject : Languages 

Subject Information:  

 3 hours teaching per fortnight 

 1 x 30 minutes’ homework per week  

During the year students study the following topics: 

French 

 Technology – students learn to describe their use of technology and be able to use internet cafes 

 Secret agent. – students learn how to use language learning skills to break codes and describe the work of a 
spy 

 Space. – students learn colours, parts of the body, daily routine in the life of an astronaut 

 Food. – students become more confident with tenses when talking about food 

 Friendship – students talk about friends and hobbies. 

 Fashion. – students describe clothing and use the present tense confidently 

Spanish 

 Family- students learn to describe members of their family and pets 

 School – students learn to tell the time, describe school subjects and teachers 

 Sport and free time – students learn to talk about their free time activities  

 In the home – students will be able to describe their house and their local area 

 Holidays – students describe future holidays and weather 
 
The following grammar is also taught for active use:  
 

 Prepositions. 

 Regular and irregular verbs in the present tense. 

 The immediate future. 

 The past tense. 

 Reflexive verbs. 

 The partitive article. 

Parents can help by:  

 Testing vocabulary and helping students to memorise words.  

 Listening to their children read aloud in French/Spanish  

 Listening to their children speak aloud in French/Spanish  

 Helping students with the rules of French/Spanish grammar.  

 Checking SIMS to ensure homework is completed  

Other resources which might help:  

  A small English-Spanish dictionary.  

 A small English-French dictionary 

 Access to www.linguascope.com 

 



 Year 8 French Descriptor 

  Higher  

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Grammar Objectives.  

 Can spell and pronounce a large number of topic words 

 Understand basic grammar 

 Correctly express opinions 

 Correctly use a variety of time phrases and connectives 

 Correctly use negatives. 

 Correctly use the regular present tense with different pronouns 

 Correctly use irregular verbs such as avoir/ être/ faire/aller with different pronouns 

 Correctly use the past tense with regular and irregular verbs with different pro-
nouns 

Linguistic Competence  

 Can understand the gist of authentic written and spoken texts 

 Can translate short sentences in the target language 

 Speak with increasing confidence in the target language 

 Can write short paragraphs of increasingly accurate target language  

 Can participate in simple dialogue 

 Frequently use the target language in class  

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Grammar Objectives.  

 Can spell and pronounce a large number of topic words 

 Understand basic grammar 

 Correctly express opinions 

 Correctly use a variety of time phrases and connectives 

 Correctly use negatives. 

 Correctly use the regular present tense with different pronouns 

 Correctly use irregular verbs such as avoir/ être/ faire/aller 

 Correctly use the past tense with regular verbs  

Linguistic Competence  

 Can understand the gist of authentic written and spoken texts 

 Can translate short sentences in the target language 

 Speak with increasing confidence in the target language with support 

 Can write short paragraphs of increasingly accurate target language with support 
materials 

 Can participate in structured dialogue  

 Use the target language in class with increasing accuracy  



Foundation 

Learner  
8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Grammar Objectives. 

 Can spell and pronounce a  number of words 

 Understand the importance of articles and adjective agreement.  

 Correctly express opinions 

 Use time phrases and connectives 

 Correctly use the past tense in set sentences 

 Correctly use some verbs in a variety of pronouns 

Linguistic Competence 

 Can understand the gist of authentic written and spoken texts with support        
materials 

 Can translate short sentences in the target language 

 Use the target language with structured support 

 Can write sentences  in the target language with support materials 

 Can participate in structured dialogue 

 Target language used in class for routine requests  

Entry Level 

Learner  
8D1 – 

Advanced  

8D2 –Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Grammar Objectives. 

 Can understand and recognise a large number of words 

 Can spell and pronounce a  variety of words 

 Know basic grammatical phrases 

 Use adjectives to describe people and places 

 Correctly express simple opinions 

 Use some time phrases and connectives 

 Correctly use the past tense in set sentences 

Linguistic Competence 

 Can translate short sentences in the target language 

 Develop knowledge of French pronunciation rules 

 Use the target language with structured support 

 Can write sentences  in the target language with support materials 

 Can participate in structured dialogue 

 Target language used in class for routine requests 



 Year 8 Spanish Descriptor 

  Higher  

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Grammar Objectives: 

 Can spell and pronounce a large number of topic words 

 Understand basic grammar 

 Correctly express opinions 

 Correctly use a variety of time phrases and connectives 

 Correctly use negatives. 

 Correctly use the regular present tense with different pronouns 

 Correctly use irregular verbs such as ser/estar/ ir/poder/tener with different pro-

nouns 

 Correctly use the future tense with regular and irregular verbs with different pro-

nouns 

 Recognise the conditional tense and be able to use it in set sentences 

Linguistic Competence 

 Can understand the gist of authentic written and spoken texts 

 Can translate short sentences in the target language 

 Speak with increasing confidence in the target language 

 Can write short paragraphs of increasingly accurate target language  

 Can participate in simple dialogue 

 Frequently use the target language in class  

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Grammar Objectives 

 Can spell and pronounce a large number of topic words 

 Understand basic grammar 

 Correctly express opinions 

 Correctly use a variety of time phrases and connectives 

 Correctly use negatives. 

 Correctly use the regular present tense with different pronouns 

 Correctly use irregular verbs such as ser/estar/ ir/poder/tener with different pro-
nouns 

 Correctly use the future tense with regular and irregular verbs with different pro-
nouns 

Linguistic Competence 

 Can understand the gist of authentic written and spoken texts 

 Can translate short sentences in the target language 

 Speak with increasing confidence in the target language with support 

 Can write short paragraphs of increasingly accurate target language with support 
materials 

 Can participate in structured dialogue  

 Use the target language in class with increasing accuracy  



Foundation 

Learner  
8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Grammar Objectives 

 Can spell and pronounce a  number of words 

 Understand the importance of articles and adjective agreement.  

 Correctly express opinions 

 Use time phrases and connectives 

 Correctly use the past tense in set sentences 

 Correctly use some verbs in a variety of pronouns 

Linguistic Competence 

 Can understand the gist of authentic written and spoken texts with support 

materials 

 Can translate short sentences in the target language 

 Use the target language with structured support 

 Can write sentences  in the target language with support materials 

 Can participate in structured dialogue  

Entry Level 

Learner  
8D1 – 

Advanced  

8D2 –Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Not studying a second language  



Subject : Geography 

Subject Information:  

 

 3 hours teaching per fortnight 

 1 x 30 minutes’ homework per fortnight 

During the year students study the following topics:  
 

 People moving 

 Rainforests 

 Crime and Conflict 

 Holiday 

 Fantastic places  

Parents can help by:  

 

 Encouraging their children to discuss their ideas and opinions, values and attitudes and feelings 

 Encouraging an interest in current affairs and current issues 

 Encouraging map reading on car journeys 

 Using grid references 

 Checking the organiser for homework 

 Helping to learn and understand geographical terms.  

 

Other resources which might help:  

 

 TV programmes about geography – including geographical issues that arise in the news, e.g. volcanoes and 
earthquakes 

 Looking at how the local area has changed geographically 

 Internet sites on geographical topics 

 Use of a computer to aid organisation and presentation of assessment units 

 Interactive geographical software 

 Read a newspaper or access news websites 



Year 7  Geography Descriptor 

  Higher  

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 
 I can create or select relevant maps or charts to accompany my work. I can 

select and enhance a map to show physical barriers to a migrant’s journey, 
alongside labelling key features such as seas, rivers and settlements. 

 I can undertake additional research to inform and improve my written work 
(without plagiarising). 

 I can explain the human and physical factors that might force an individual to 
leave a place. I can show empathy for their situation through my written work. 

 I show an understanding of political geographies, I can explain the links be-
tween events and the nature of the movement of people across that region. 

 I know that a river’s characteristics change as they move downstream. I can 
describe these key changes and offer an explanation to say why this occurs. 

 I can explain how at least three landforms are created using the correct pro-
cesses of erosion in my response. 

 I understand that all river basins are different and can suggest reasons for 
how this might affect the features found on the river and its surrounding area. 

 I can show understanding of a global issue of importance (conserving the rain-
forest).  

 I can put forward a justified argument to support my view.  

 I can analyse sources of information to enable me to make a decision. I will 
evaluate different schemes for their environmental sustainability. 

 I can select a range of locations at a national, regional and global scale and 
research them thoroughly to justify why they are ‘Fantastic’. 

 I can explain the ways these places are managed currently and evaluate 
these schemes for their sustainability. 

 I can show how location, indigenous cultures and politics amongst other fac-
tors may restrict or widen the approach that is used. I can explain why strate-
gies may need to change over time. 

Intermediate 

Learner 

7B1 – 

Advanced  

7B2 –Secure  

7B3 –  

Developing  

7B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 I can define at least two forms of migration and explain the difference between 
them. 

 I can draw or select a relevant map to enhance my work. I can apply labels 
including borders, seas, rivers and major settlements to this and show a route 
of travel of a migrant. 

 I can use extra research to enhance my work this might include place names 
and locations as well as supporting facts and evidence to strengthen my write 
up. 

 I can correctly identify and label three landforms found along the river course. 
I can explain why these occur in these locations. 

 I can describe and explain the formation of at least two landforms in detail. 

 I can show awareness of a global issue of importance (rainforest conserva-
tion) and suggest a way forward for the government involved. I can use view-
points of others to support my own ideas. 

 I can show empathy for others opinions through my work and draw on addi-
tional research where needed. 

 I can make suggestions about future schemes environmental sustainability. 

 I can select three relevant places from a range of scales (UK, Europe and the 
world) and locate these on a map. I can also research these places to show 
why they are ‘Fantastic’ and therefore should be protected. 

 I can explain how these places have been managed to protect it ideally in a 
sustainable way. 

 I can make suggestions for ways that people could be more sustainable in 
their management of a ‘Fantastic’ place. 

 



Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Specific: 

 

 I can define at least one type of migration  

 I can suggest brief reasons to say why a migrant might leave their country of 

origin (may still be listed) 

 I can include a basic map which may include some labels such as seas and 

borders. 

 I can correctly identify and label three landforms found along the river course. 

 I can describe the formation of at least two landforms in detail. 

 I can make a decision linked to whether or not to conserve the rainforest 

(global issue). This will be supported by at least two viewpoints of other 

groups. 

 I can use key words such as exploit, sustainable, conservation and indigenous 

correctly. 

 I can give my own opinion and justify this with at least two reasons. 

 I can select three relevant places from a range of scales (UK, Europe and the 

world) and locate these on a map. I can also research these places to show 

why they are ‘Fantastic’. 

 I can show for at least one of the three places that it has been managed to 

protect it. 

Entry Level 

Learner 

8D1 – 

Advanced  

8D2 –Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 I can describe the journey a migrant might make to show I know that some 

people leave the countries they are born in 

 I can match up the correct term about migration to its definition 

 I can label a map showing at least two countries with help 

 I can draw and label a diagram to show at least three differences in a river 

from source to mouth 

 I can come to a decision about a global issue (conserving the rainforest) alt-

hough my reasons for this choice may not be clear.  

 I can see that there is an alternative viewpoint and may be able to select two 

opposing views to show what could happen if a different course of action was 

taken. 

 I can locate three places that are attractive to tourists on a world map; one 

within the UK, one with Europe, one within the world. 

 I can research some relevant facts about three places in the world that might 

be described to be ‘Fantastic’.  



Subject : History 

Subject Information:  

 2 hours teaching per fortnight. 

 Homework will be set fortnightly.  

 Pupils will be asked to complete all sorts of activities for homework including research,   

worksheets and extended writing. Staff are happy to help pupils if needed and pupils are 

welcome to work in the department at lunchtimes.  

 Our goal is that pupils will develop a love of History and will become skilled at presenting 

their ideas in a variety of ways such as newspaper reports, presentations, letters and role 

plays to name a few.  

During the year students study the following topics:  

 

 The Stuarts – We begin year 8 by looking at the House of Stuart including the personalities of James I and 

Charles I.  We focus on events such as the Gunpowder Plot and the English Civil War and finally conduct an in 

depth study of Oliver Cromwell and whether he was a hero or a villain. 

 Slavery – This unit addresses the plight of Africans during the Slave Trade including their journey to the Ameri-

cas, life on the plantations and how they resisted slavery.  It will culminate with a study of modern day slavery. 

 Industrial Revolution - This unit deals with how Britain was transformed into an industrial nation after 1750, and 

how this changed people’s lives.  A major focus will be the terrible conditions in which many people lived and 

child labour in the 1800s. 

 Crime and Punishment – Pupils will study crime in Victorian Britain and focus on the notorious Jack the Ripper. 

 Early Twentieth Century – The year will end with a varied study into early twentieth century society including the 

sinking of the Titanic, the campaign to get votes for women and the Roaring Twenties in the USA. 

  

Parents can help by:  

 Encouraging their children to discuss their ideas and opinions, values and attitudes and feelings on the areas of 

study. 

 Encouraging reading - both fact and suitable fiction (the ‘Horrible Histories’ are useful books). 

 Visits – Newark is good for the Civil Wars, and industrial sites like Cromford are good to learn more about the 

Industrial Revolution. 

 Checking the organiser and homework on SIMs. 

 Helping to learn the historical spellings. 

 Reading their child’s work, particularly assessments. 

Other resources which might help:  

 TV programmes about History.  

 Library books about the Stuart monarchs, the Civil Wars, and the Industrial Revolution .  

 Internet sites on historical topics – try www.bbc.co.uk/history  



Year 8  History Descriptor 

  Higher  

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING: 

 Seventeenth century England – how England was ruled by James I and Charles I, 

whether Guy Fawkes was framed or really did try to kill the king, whether it was 

right to executed Charles and the causes and cause of the Civil War. 

 The impact on the Civil War on Nottinghamshire. 

 The Slave Trade and what life was like on the plantations.   

 The Industrial Revolution and the impact on society in particular children in the 

mills. 

 How crime and punishment has changed over time and knowledge of the Jack the 

Ripper murders and investigation. 

 Understanding of divisions and inequality in society in the early twentieth century 

with a particular focus on votes for women and the Titanic. 

HISTORICAL  SKILLS 

 Can describe a range of features of a society and explain a range of experiences 
within that society. 

 Can provide detailed descriptions of historical sites or events and explain their 
significance in the long and short term. 

 Can explain in detail how and why a place or feature of life has changed over time. 

 Can explain a range of causes, categorise them and begin to explain their relative 
importance. 

 Can explain in detail why people or events are important and explain their long 
and short term impacts. 

 Can evaluate the reliability and utility of a source taking into account both 
strengths and weaknesses. 

 Can support arguments with a wide range of specific evidence from sources and 
from own knowledge. 

 Can explain a range of views, begin to consider their validity and reach conclu-
sions which are well supported by evidence. 

LITERACY SKILLS 

 Uses subject specific terminology regularly and with full understanding. 

 Can independently structure their work in paragraphs and create well-structured 
pieces of extended writing. 

 Can write in complex sentences and use a wide variety of connectives. 

 Spelling and grammar is accurate and independent steps are taken to correct mis-
takes. 



Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING: 

 Seventeenth century England – how England was ruled by James I and 
Charles I, whether Guy Fawkes was framed or really did try to kill the king, 
whether it was right to executed Charles and the causes and cause of the Civil 
War. 

 The Slave Trade and what life was like on the plantations.   

 The Industrial Revolution and the impact on society in particular children in the 
mills. 

 How crime and punishment has changed over time and knowledge of the Jack 
the Ripper murders and investigation. 

 Understanding of divisions and inequality in society in the early twentieth cen-
tury with a particular focus on votes for women and the Titanic. 

HISTORICAL SKILLS 

 Can describe society and explain how its organisation affected the people. 

 Can describe an historical site or event and explain the impact on a local or 
national level. 

 Can explain in detail how a place or feature of life has changed over time. 

 Can explain multiple causes of events and begin to explore the links between 
them. 

 Can explain why people or events are important and explain their long and 
short term impacts. 

 Can explain whether a source is useful and reliable. 

 Can support arguments with specific pieces of evidence from sources and 
from own knowledge. 

 Can explain more than one point of view and reach conclusions which are well 
supported by evidence 

LITERACY SKILLS 

 Uses subject specific terminology with good understanding of meaning. 

 Can structure their work in paragraphs and create well-structured pieces of 
extended writing. 

 Can write in complex sentences and use a wide variety of connectives. 

 Spelling and grammar is mostly accurate. 

Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING  

 Seventeenth century England – how England was ruled by James I and 
Charles I, whether Guy Fawkes was framed or really did try to kill the king, 
whether it was right to executed Charles and the causes and cause of the Civil 
War. 

 The Slave Trade and what life was like on the plantations.   

 The Industrial Revolution and the impact on society in particular children in the 
mills. 

 How crime and punishment has changed over time and knowledge of the Jack 
the Ripper murders and investigation. 

 Understanding of divisions and inequality in society in the early twentieth cen-
tury with a particular focus on votes for women and the Titanic. 



  
HISTORICAL SKILLS 

 Can describe society and how it was organised. 

 Can describe an historical event or site of local importance. 

 Can describe how a place or feature of life has changed over time. 

 Can explain the causes of an event. 

 Can describe historical people and events and begin to explain their impacts. 

 Can begin to explain whether a source is useful and reliable. 

 Can use examples to support their argument. 

 Can consider more than one point of view. 

LITERACY SKILLS 

 Uses subject specific terminology with some understanding of meaning. 

 Can structure their work in paragraphs. 

 Can write in complex sentences and use different connectives. 

 Key words are spelled correctly and capital letters and full stops are usually 
used correctly. 

Entry Level 

Learner 

7D1 – 

Advanced  

7D2 –Secure  

7D3 –  

Developing  

7D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

KNOWLEDGE AND UNDERSTANDING: 

 Seventeenth century England – how England was ruled by James I and Charles I, 

whether Guy Fawkes was framed or really did try to kill the king, whether it was right to 

executed Charles and the causes and cause of the Civil War. 

 The Slave Trade and what life was like on the plantations.   

 The Industrial Revolution and the impact on society in particular children in the mills. 

 How crime and punishment has changed over time and knowledge of the Jack the 

Ripper murders and investigation. 

 Understanding of divisions and inequality in society in the early twentieth century with a 

particular focus on votes for women and the Titanic. 

HISTORICAL SKILLS 

 Can begin to describe society and identify ways in which it was organised. 

 Can begin to describe an historical event or site of local importance. 

 Can describe a person or event. 

 Can identify causes of an event. 

 Can begin to describe historical people and events. 

 Can produce simple statements regarding the reliability and utility of sources. 

 Can identify examples and evidence relevant to an historical question. 

LITERACY SKILLS 

 Uses subject specific terminology. 

 Structures their work in sentences. 

 Can demonstrate some correct use of capital letters and full stops. 



Subject : Information Technology 

Subject Information:  

 1 hour teaching per week. 

 1 piece of homework per fortnight (approx. 20 minutes-set as appropriate). 

 

During the year students study the following topics: 

 Students will look at the ways IT can help with communication through the design of different systems such 

spreadsheets and games.   They will explore aspects of programming and how simple a sequence of instruc-

tions can control a device.     Pupils will develop their skills in designing an IT solution to solve a problem using 

algorithms to explain solutions.  Pupils will investigate simple HTML code and how basic web-pages may be 

constructed.  Students will have the opportunity to learn all about basic computer animation, binary, images and 

storage.  

Parents can help by: 

 Encouraging them to use the computer for their homework. 

 Asking questions about how the computer works 

 Encouraging the writing of simple programs  

Other resources which might help: 

 A computer or mobile device to use at home. 

 Computer magazines or ICT related articles.which describe aspects of programming. 

 Free software to download to help with programming such ‘Scratch’. 

 Using the exercises on the www.code.org and www.w3schools.com/html/ websites 

http://www.code.org
http://www.w3schools.com/html/


Year 8  IT Descriptor 

  Higher  

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 Can use two or more languages, (at least one of which is textual)  writing, edit-

ing and adapting code.   Eg. Begins to demonstrate confidence and is secure 

use in Python  

 Knows that algorithms for simple tasks such as sorting and searching describe 

a solution 

 Can use an appropriate format for data in designing procedures and functions 

 Understands binary numbers and how data can be represented and manipu-

lated in the form of binary digits 

 Can carry out simple operations using the above knowledge to create  an orig-

inal product or to significantly improve a given product   Eg.  Work inde-

pendently to create a system using Flowol  

 Develops solutions mindful of possible risks and abuses suggesting why these 

are important.  

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 Can use two or more programming languages, (at least one of which is textu-

al) writing, editing and adapting code.Begins to demonstrate competence and 

is secure use in Python 

 Knows that algorithms for simple tasks such as sorting and searching describe 

a solution 

 Can use an appropriate format for data in designing procedures and functions    

Eg. Lists and check code, indicating sub-routines, functions or procedures as 

required.,  written by hand before entry on a PC. 

 Understands binary numbers and how data can be represented and manipu-

lated in the form of binary digits 

 Can carry out simple operations using the above knowledge to create  an orig-

inal product or to significantly improve a given product 

 Develops solutions mindful of possible risks and abuses  

Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 Can use two or more programming languages, at least one of which is textual 

 Knows that algorithms for simple tasks such as sorting and searching to de-

scribe a solution 

 Can use an appropriate format for data in designing procedures and functions 

 Understands binary numbers and how data can be represented and manipu-

lated in the form of binary digits 

 Can carry out simple operations using the above knowledge to create  an orig-

inal product or to significantly improve a given product 

 Develops solutions mindful of possible risks and abuses  

Entry Level 

Learner 

8D1 – 

Advanced  

8D2 –Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 Can use at least one programming language   

 Can use an appropriate format for data in designing procedures and functions 

 Understands binary numbers and how data can be represented and manipu-

lated in the form of binary digits 

 Can carry out simple operations using the above knowledge to create  an orig-

inal product or to significantly improve a given product 

 Develops solutions mindful of possible risks and abuses 

 Eg. Can describe privacy settings  



Subject : Physical Education 

Subject Information:  

 4 hours teaching per fortnight 

 

During the year students study the following topics:  

 

 Games – basketball, football, handball, netball, rugby, striking and fielding, badminton and 

table tennis.  

 

 Gymnastics & Trampolining – students will be taught to develop specific gymnastic/

trampolining techniques and to perform these consistently. They will be required to create, 

plan, perform and evaluate sequences/routines.  

 

 Health & Fitness – students are taught about what is required to lead a “healthy lifestyle.” 

Students will experience different types of exercise including use of the School Fitness 

Suite.  

 

 Athletics – students are taught a range of running, jumping and throwing techniques. They 

will learn the rules regarding the events and all relevant safety procedures.  

 

 Students will be taught how to outwit opponents, replicate actions and sequences            

accurately, explore and communicate ideas and concepts, perform at maximum levels,   

identify problems and overcome challenges.  

 Students will also get chance to develop their leadership skills within their PE lessons.  

 In all activities students will be taught to develop their knowledge of health, fitness and    

safety.  

Parents can help by:  

 Ensuring students have the right kit.  

 Students must bring their PE kit to all lessons. If the student is unwell or injured a note must 

be written informing the staff of the problem. Lessons will be adapted to meet the needs of 

the student’s illness or injury. The only exception to this if there are wearing a cast for a   

broken bone or are on crutches  

 We recommend the use of shin pads for football and correctly fitted mouth guards for rugby.  

 

Other resources which might help:  

 Extra-curricular – there will be an opportunity for students to further develop their skills at 

lunchtimes/after school clubs. Students should refer to information posted on the screens 

around school and the website to keep up to date with the OSHL programme  

 



Year 8  PE Descriptor 

  Higher  

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 I can physically (endurance, speed, strength, flexibility) cope with the demands 
of the activity 

 I have determination and resilience to succeed and keep going in challenging 
situations 

 I am capable of supporting others to develop and progress 

 I can evaluate strengths and weaknesses using correct terminology and sug-
gest improvements positively impacting performance 

 I understand the rules and could officiate with varied success 

 I understand tactics and could apply with varied success 

 I am able to perform a range of sport specific techniques with good control and 
consistency 

 I attempt to adapt my technique to cope with different situations 

 I can perform a sequence of movements showing clarity, flow and complexity in 
my performance 

 I am competent in at least 5 different sporting activities  

Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 More than one area of my physical capacity is developed to cope with the de-
mands of the activity 

 I have determination and resilience to succeed and keep going in most chal-
lenging situations 

 I can sometimes support others in the development and progression 

 I can evaluate strengths and weaknesses using correct terminology and sug-
gest improvements 

 I know the rules and could officiate in some sports 

 I know tactics and could apply them in some sports 

 I am able to perform sport specific techniques in my preferred activities with 
control and consistency when under pressure 

 I can perform a sequence of a range of movements showing control with some 
flow in my performance 

Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 Limited physical capacity is developed to cope with the demands of the activity 

 I have determination and resilience to succeed and keep going in some chal-
lenging situations 

 I have the confidence to attempt supporting others 

 I can evaluate strengths and weaknesses using some correct terminology 

 I know the basic rules 

 I know basic tactics 

 I am able to perform sport specific techniques in my preferred activities with 
some control and consistency 

 I can perform a sequence of movements showing some control with some flow 

in my performance  



Entry Level 

Learner 

7D1 – 

Advanced  

7D2 –Secure  

7D3 –  

Developing  

7D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

 I am developing my physical capacity to cope with the demands of an activity 

 I have the confidence to have a go but avoid challenging situations 

 I can observe a performance and give my opinion using basic terminology 

 I can follow the basic rules 

 I can follow basic tactics 

 I am able to perform some sport specific techniques with limited control and 
consistency 

 I can perform a sequence of basic movements with support and guidance  



Subject : Personal Social Health and Citizenship Education (PSHCE) 

Subject Information:  

 1 hours lesson per week 

 

During the year students study the following topics:  

 

 Safe and Healthy Relationships – Students explore family life, friendships, internet safety and cyber bullying. 

 

 Personal Safety – Through a mini-soap opera written especially for schools students begin to explore the issues of 
peer pressure and crime.  

 

 Equal Opportunities –Students look at the issues of Migration and Racism and how the media influence people’s 
viewpoints.   

 

 Our society – Students explore what is means to be British, radicalisation, recycling, fairtrade.  

 

 Healthy Living – Students look at body image, emotional and mental health issues and strategies to help people 
cope.  

 

 World of Work – Students start t set short, medium and long term goals for themselves, consider gender stereo-
typing and look at their skills, qualities and values.  

Parents can help by:  

 

 Encouraging their children to discuss topical issues at home, help students to accept different viewpoints, justify 

arguments, and express themselves clearly.  

 Check students organisers. 

 Discussing with them the PSHCE module being followed and show them where it is occurring in everyday life.  

 Encourage students to watch the local and national news. 

 

 

Other resources which might help:  

 

 Discussion of relevant newspaper articles or TV e.g. issues raised in Soaps, Sitcoms or documentaries.  

 Use of the internet – websites linked to the topics being studied.  



Subject : Religious Studies 

Subject Information:  

 2 hours teaching per fortnight. 

 1 piece of homework per fortnight. 

 Our goal is to equip pupils with the knowledge and understanding of various cultural and religious 
practices. 

 Pupils are encouraged to share their own opinions and values, whilst developing respect for a 

range of different viewpoints. 

During the year students study the following topics:  

 Hinduism – This looks in detail at one of the six major world religions. This unit explores their ideas about deity, 

worship and life after death. It also explores Hindu stories and traditions and looks at festivals celebrated by 

Hindus. This unit consider the beliefs and values held by the Hindu religion. 

 The Bigger Issues – this unit develops pupils’ skills of discussion, understanding and analysis. It considers the 

big questions in life such as, what happens when we die and why is there suffering in the world. Not only does 

this unit consider religious viewpoint on the bigger issues but encourages pupils to develop their own ideas 

about the bigger questions in life. 

 Worship – This is a strictly individual research unit. It allows pupils to explore the different building used for 

worship by the 6 major world religions. Pupils are encouraged to research their local area and the importance of 

the religious buildings within them. Pupils will be able to re-enact religious ceremonies and explore the role of 

the place of worship. 

 Poverty and Wealth  - This unit explores poverty and wealth around the world. It looks at religious attitudes 

towards poverty and how we can support others. It also considers religious attitudes towards wealth and the 

best use of money. Pupils will research two religious charities which are at work today. 

Parents can help by:  

 Encouraging their children to discuss their ideas and opinions, values and attitudes and feelings. 

 Looking through their child’s exercise book encouraging presentation and organisation. 

 Encouraging personal research in the weeks leading up to assessments, including virtual visits to places of pil-
grimage and worship. 

 Helping them to prepare for assessment tests by encouraging revision and research. 

Other resources which might help:  

 Magazines, newspapers, books for information and inspiration. 

 Encourage them to be aware of the religious life in Nottingham through buildings, culture, dress and food. 

 Relevant TV programmes.  



Year 8  RE Descriptor 

  Higher  

Learner 

8A1 – 

Advanced  

8A2 –Secure  

8A3 –  

Developing  

8A4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Knowledge and understanding of:  

 

 Beliefs and practices within different religions in detail and with clarity: Hindu-
ism-how and why Hindus worship; beliefs about God(s), reincarnation, Caste 
System, afterlife.  

 Beliefs and practices within different religions in detail and with clarity Judaism
-place of worship, food laws, religious dress, Holy Book(s), the Role of God.  

 Diversity of beliefs and practices within religions in detail and with clarity: Hin-
duism-what different Hindus believe about different God(s) 

 Non-religious views and responses to religious views in detail and with clarity 

 Ultimate questions that are raised by human life in detail: Hinduism: Im-
portance of karma, helping others and charity.  

 Ultimate questions that are raised by human life in detail: Christianity: charity, 
poverty and wealth, the impact that these have human life.  

 How individuals have shaped religion(s) society in detail  

 Complex moral and ethical issues; Judaism: eating kosher/non- kosher food. 
Hinduism-eating meat. Christianity-importance of charity and dealing with ine-
qualities.  

 

RS Skill 

 

 Identify-What religious people believe, what they do to practice their faith.  

 Describe-Can describe what people believe. Can describer with examples 
how people practice their faith.  

 Explain-Can give reasons for what people believe, how they practice their 
faith, why some disagree.  

 Explain clearly-Developed reasons which include: what, how and why. A 
range of examples given to support reasons. Clearly expressed using a range  

 Express- a range of different views and opinions and support with evidence 
and examples.  

 Evaluate-Consider and range of different viewpoints and then come to own 
view(s).  

 Evaluate clearly-A clear view is taken for own opinion(s) 

 

Literacy Skill 

 

 Uses subject specific terminology regularly and with full understanding. 

 Can independently structure their work in paragraphs and create well-
structured pieces of extended writing. 

 Can write in complex sentences and use a wide variety of connectives. 

 Spelling and grammar is accurate and independent steps are taken to correct 
mistakes 



Intermediate 

Learner 

8B1 – 

Advanced  

8B2 –Secure  

8B3 –  

Developing  

8B4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Knowledge and understanding of:  

 Beliefs and practices within different religions in detail and with clarity: Hindu-

ism-how and why Hindus worship; beliefs about God(s), reincarnation, Caste 

System, afterlife.  

 Beliefs and practices within different religions in detail and with clarity Judaism

-place of worship, food laws, religious dress, Holy Book(s), the Role of God.  

 Diversity of beliefs and practices within religions in detail and with clarity: Hin-

duism-what different Hindus believe about different God(s) 

 Non-religious views and responses to religious views in detail and with clarity 

 Ultimate questions that are raised by human life in detail: Hinduism: Im-

portance of karma, helping others and charity.  

 Ultimate questions that are raised by human life in detail: Christianity: charity, 

poverty and wealth, the impact that these have human life.  

 How individuals have shaped religion(s) society in detail  

 Complex moral and ethical issues; Judaism: eating kosher/non- kosher food. 

Hinduism-eating meat. Christianity-importance of charity and dealing with ine-

qualities 

 

RS Skill 

 Identify-What religious people believe, what they do to practice their faith.  

 Describe-Can describe what people believe. Can describer with examples 

how people practice their faith.  

 Explain-Can give reasons for what people believe, how they practice their 

faith, why some disagree.  

 Explain clearly-Developed reasons which include: what, how and why. A 

range of examples given to support reasons. Clearly expressed using a range  

 Express- a range of different views and opinions and support with evidence 

and examples.  

 Evaluate-Consider and range of different viewpoints and then come to own 

view(s).  

 

Literacy Skill 

 Uses subject specific terminology with good understanding of meaning. 

 Can structure their work in paragraphs and create well-structured pieces of 

extended writing. 

 Can write in complex sentences and use a wide variety of connectives. 

 Spelling and grammar is mostly accurate. 



Foundation 

Learner 

8C1 – 

Advanced  

8C2 –Secure  

8C3 –  

Developing  

8C4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Knowledge and understanding of  

 Beliefs and practices within different religions in detail and with clarity: Hindu-
ism-how and why Hindus worship; beliefs about God(s), reincarnation, Caste 
System, afterlife.  

 Beliefs and practices within different religions in detail and with clarity Judaism
-place of worship, food laws, religious dress, Holy Book(s), the Role of God.  

 Diversity of beliefs and practices within religions in detail and with clarity: Hin-
duism-what different Hindus believe about different God(s) 

 Non-religious views and responses to religious views in detail and with clarity 

 Ultimate questions that are raised by human life in detail: Hinduism: Im-
portance of karma, helping others and charity.  

 Ultimate questions that are raised by human life in detail: Christianity: charity, 
poverty and wealth, the impact that these have human life.  

 How individuals have shaped religion(s) society in detail  

 Complex moral and ethical issues; Judaism: eating kosher/non- kosher food. 
Hinduism-eating meat. Christianity-importance of charity and dealing with ine-
qualities  

RS Skill 

 Identify-What religious people believe, what they do to practice their faith.  

 Describe-Can describe what people believe. Can describer with examples 
how people practice their faith.  

 Explain-Can give reasons for what people believe, how they practice their 
faith, why some disagree.  

 

Literacy Skill 

 Uses subject specific terminology. 

 Structures their work in sentences. 

 Can demonstrate some correct use of capital letters and full stops. 

Entry Level 

Learner 

8D1 – 

Advanced  

8D2 –Secure  

8D3 –  

Developing  

8D4 –  

Progress  

  Warning  

Knowledge and understanding of 

 Beliefs and practices within different religions in detail and with clarity: Hindu-
ism-how and why Hindus worship; beliefs about God(s), reincarnation, Caste 
System, afterlife.  

 Beliefs and practices within different religions in detail and with clarity Judaism
-place of worship, food laws, religious dress, Holy Book(s), the Role of God.  

 Ultimate questions that are raised by human life in detail: Hinduism: Im-
portance of karma, helping others and charity.  

 Ultimate questions that are raised by human life in detail: Christianity: charity, 
poverty and wealth, the impact that these have human life.  

 Complex moral and ethical issues; Judaism: eating kosher/non- kosher food. 
Hinduism-eating meat. Christianity-importance of charity and dealing with ine-
qualities 

 
RS Skill 
 

 Identify-What religious people believe, what they do to practice their faith.  

 Describe-Can describe what people believe. Can describer with examples 
how people practice their faith.  

 Describe in detail-Can give clear descriptions: using examples to support what 
people believe and how they practice their faith.  

 
Literacy Skill 
 

 Uses subject specific terminology. 

 Structures their work in sentences. 

 Can demonstrate some correct use of capital letters and full stops. 



SOME USEFUL SITES:  

www.samlearning.co.uk  

www.bbc.co.uk/schools  

www.s-cool.co.uk  

www.antibullying.net  

www.schoolzone.co.uk  

http://www.literacytrust.org.uk/nyrp  

http://familylives.org.uk/  

http://www.learnthings.co.uk/  

www.booktrust.org.uk  

www.rsrevision.com  

http://www.woodlands-junior.kent.sch.uk/Homework/religion/  

www.languagesonline.org.uk  

www.mymaths.co.uk  

http://www.guardian.co.uk/childrens-books-site  

http://www.literatureforlads.com/p/a-z-reviews.html  

http://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/  

http://www.meettheauthor.co.uk/home.html  

http://bookzone4boys.blogspot.co.uk/ 

The Internet 


